
Index

acoustic
impact 484, 523, 524, 525, 526, 538

pressure 525
hydraulic jump impact 526, 551

liquid-gas mixture, see, liquid-gas
mixture, thin-layer
approximation

time scale 525
resonance 179, 466, 478

time scale in a tank 310
wave radiation 512
waves 310, 466

acceleration
advective 459
centrifugal 46
centripetal 45, 46, 86, 305
convective 38, 86, 268, 455
Coriolis’ 45, 46, 86, 305
spectra (earthquake), see, earthquake

action 51, 53, 302
adaptive multimodal

approach/method/modeling/
system

2d rectangular tank 337, 343, 346, 347
square-base and nearly square-base

tank 388, 408–409, 417
damping strategy for 3d tanks 409

added mass [coefficients]
baffle [plate] 162
circular cross-section at wall/proximity

of two circular sections 170
elliptic disc 496
in heave and sway of hemi-circle with

free-surface effects, in deep
water 77

in heave of a submerged rectangular
section, see, external sloshing
in shallow water region over a
submerged rectangular section

in sway of rectangular section with
free-surface effects, in deep
water 112, 113

generalized, beam vibrations in tank
535, 536

two plates in tandem 164
two plates side-by-side 167

added mass and damping coefficients,
definition 73, 76–77, 160

added mass [coefficients] due to sloshing
in rigid tanks 80, 102, 209–211

completely-filled tank 210
high-frequency limit ( σ → ∞ ) 111,

114
3d rectangular tank 230–231

low-frequency limit ( σ → 0 )
3d rectangular tank 230–231

rectangular tank with wire-mesh
screen, TLD 287, 288

singular behavior of coefficients and
coefficient combinations 211

spherical tank, approximation 250
three rectangular tanks on a ship 229,

233
added mass force with nonlinear terms,

infinite fluid 60
adiabatic pressure-density relationship

39, 96, 446
advective acceleration, see, acceleration
AFRA 10
Aframax 10
after perpendicular 7
analytical continuation 123, 152,

155
antinode 126
antirolling tank 22, 82

free-surface tank 22, 83
U-tube tank, see, U-tube stabilizer

arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
method 442

Arctic Tokyo 19
asymptotic change of natural sloshing

frequencies
due to small internal structures 160,

161
due to small deviations of

both wetted tank and free surface,
see, tapered tank

wetted tank surface 153

backbone 316, 327, 394
Bagnold impact model, 499, 517. See also

gas [air] cushion
Bateman–Luke principle 58, 299, 301,

302
BBL (barrel unit for volume) 8
Beaufort number,. See also sea state

number 70
beam structure 10

cantilever 55
eigenfunctions 535

clamped end conditions 55, 537
Euler-Bernoulli beam [equation] 54,

237
Lagrange formulation 55
point mass at a beam end, boundary

condition 237
Rayleigh quotient, see, Rayleigh

quotient

variational equation/method/modal
system 55, 240, 309

beating, 206, 328, 383. See also
time-domain solution &
transient

beating period, modulation, 206, 410. See
also time-domain solution and
transient

bending moment of a beam 55, 237
bending stiffness 237, 549
bending stress, membrane structure 547
Bernoulli’s equation 38

accelerated coordinate system 47
bifurcation 385
bifurcation parameter 386
bifurcation point, types 386
bilobe cross-section 15
body boundary condition 48, 251
boiling 10, 15, 522, 523
boil-off rate 16
Bond number 124, 486

criterion for importance of surface
tension, see, meniscus effect

Boundary Element Method (BEM) 439,
442, 444

boundary layer 254
damping/dissipation 256, 260, 262–263,

264
equations

laminar flow 255
turbulent flow 259

in-outflow 259, 261
[flow] past circular cylinder,

oscillatory
laminar 257
turbulent 261

thickness 254, 256, 258–259
unsteady laminar flow 298

Boussinesq models/theories 353
Boussinesq-type multimodal

asymptotics/method/system
315, 352, 357

braking of tank vehicle, sloshing 253
breaking waves 3, 20, 311, 348, 355, 356,

360, 372, 383, 410, 412, 428
impact types against vertical wall 498

Buckingham’s Pi theorem 484–485
bulk carrier 12

types 13
bulk

damping 265, 297
modulus for elasticity of liquid [gas]

39, 485
viscosity coefficient 39
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bubbles (appearance, effect etc.) 481,
487, 498, 499, 512, 525

bulkhead
centerline (CL) longitudinal 9, 10, 16
longitudinal 10, 19
swash (wash) 11–12, 289
transverse 10, 18, 538

cantilever beam, see, beam structure
cargo tank dimensions and capacity 8
Cataluniya Spirit 20
Cauchy number 60, 485, 486, 523
cavitation 477, 522

slamming 522
cavitation number 485, 550

values, see, liquid properties
centrifugal acceleration,see, acceleration
centripetal acceleration,see, acceleration
CFD overview 439
chamfer 18–20

upper [roof] 19, 482, 523, 544
lower 18

chaos 4, 380, 401, 408
chemical cargoes 15, 21
chemical tankers 21
Chorin’s projection method 454
CIP (constrained interpolation profile)

method 439, 459
classification of 3d nonlinear

steady-state waves 380
square-base tank 380–381, 383, 393,

433
diagonal forcing 400
longitudinal forcing 393

longitudinal forcing of nearly
square-base tank 401

spherical tank, see, spherical tank,
steady-state wave regimes

upright circular cylinder 381, 424
clean tank, definition 3
collision of ships 5, 219
color functions 442, 452
commensurate spectrum 128, 135
completely-filled tank 5

2d rectangular tank 213
roll moment 217–218
pressure distribution 214
streamlines 213, 214
velocity field 214

added mass coefficients, see, added
mass [coefficients] for rigid
tanks with interior liquid

formulae for force and moment
201–202, 204, 306, 307

completeness 143, 300, 304
complex velocity 490, 513
complex velocity potential 490, 513
compressibility 39
conservation of

kinetic and potential fluid energy 41,
140, 144

momentum, see, momentum
volume (mass) 49, 123, 124, 199, 300,

361, 442, 453
continuity equation

compressible fluid 39
incompressible fluid 35, 36, 38

contraction coefficient of jet outflow 512
control volume (CV) 460
controlled U-tank stabilizer, see, U-tube

stabilizer
convective acceleration, see, acceleration
convolution integral/theory 111, 527
coordinate system

Earth-fixed 43, 198, 203
tank-fixed 43, 197, 202
wave-induced ship motions at forward

speed 63
Coriolis’ acceleration, see, acceleration
critical depths, see, liquid depth,

rectangular tank; higher modes
effect; multimodal [equations]
method/theory (3d case,
nonlinear), upright circular
tank

cross-flow principle 269, 274
crosstie 10
cruise vessels 21, 140
cushion, see, gas [air] cushion

damping [due to] 377, 383, 385
acoustic wave radiation, see, acoustic

wave radiation
boundary layer, 3. See also boundary

layer
breaking waves 3, 311, 360–361
bulk viscosity, see, bulk
flow separation 11, 28, 254, 282, 289
forced surge of a rectangular tank

(TLD) with wire-mesh screen
287, 288, 289

gas cavity oscillations 511
gravity wave radiation 28, 30, 73, 76,

244
in heave and sway of hemi-circle

with free-surface effects, in
deep water 77

in heave at small frequencies, finite
depth 118

in heave of submerged rectangular
section, see, external sloshing
in shallow water region over a
submerged rectangular section

in sway of rectangular section with
free-surface effects, in deep
water 113

relationship with wave excitation
for upright circular cylinder
244

hydraulic jumps 3
internal [interior] structures (including

baffles, poles, screens etc.) 7,
254, 274, 282, 283

roof impact 313, 494
damping, Rayleigh 53, 319
damping, roll 22, 78–79, 80, 83, 368
damping and added mass [coefficients],

definition, see, added mass and
damping

damping of higher modes. See also
damping ratio, properties

2d resonant sloshing 266
critical depth 347
intermediate and shallow depth 355

3d resonant sloshing 409
damping ratios, properties

critical 340, 409
use in modal systems 205, 208, 264,

310, 340, 355
viscous liquid sloshing, Krein’s

theorem 124, 409
damping ratios, tanks 355

baffles 275, 278
clean tank 3, 16, 263, 266, 297

differences for deep, finite,
intermediate and
shallow-conditions, rectangular
tank 264, 355, 357, 359

perforated structures and screens
(including wire-mesh screen)
28, 185, 285

vertical poles 282
vertical plate 283

deadrise angle 489, 531
deadweight 10
densities, values, 15. See also liquid

properties
designer’s load waterline (DLWL) 7
detuning asymptotics/factor/parameter

316, 320
diffraction problem 73
dipole, infinite fluid 146, 147, 158, 169,

172, 175, 512
Dirichlet condition 123
displacement potential 501
divergence theorem, see, generalized

Gauss’ theorem
domain decomposition 122, 138

circular swimming pool 187
moonpool 105
rectangular swimming pool 140
rectangular tank with vertical screen

at the middle 290
drag coefficients

harmonically oscillating ambient flow
266, 270

baffles 270, 275
circular cylinder 257, 270, 271, 282

small angle of attack relative to
cylinder axis 271–272

high KC number 272, 432
steady flow

circular cylinder 273
small Reynolds number 284

wire-mesh screen 283–284
Draugen platform 24, 189, 238
Duffing asymptotics/equation/oscillator/

mechanical system, analysis, 54,
315, 319–320. See also
spring-mass system

Duhamel integral, see, convolution
integral

dyad 38, 553

earthquake 1, 22, 31–32
acceleration spectra 32

eddy viscosity coefficient, see, viscosity
coefficient

effective flange, see, flange
eigenvalue problem, see, spectral

problem
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elliptic integrals 496, 510–511, 514
encounter frequency, see, frequency of

encounter
energy, potential flow 41
energy flux in jet 488, 494, 495
ENO2 scheme 456, 457
equations of ship motions in waves 76,

97–111
linear frequency domain 76–80
linear time domain 111–114

equivalent linearization 78, 289, 291
Euler angles 43, 437
Eulerian calculus of variations 51
Eulerian description 45
Euler–Lagrange equations 53
Euler number 485, 517, 549

values, see, liquid properties
Euler equation, fluid motions 35, 38

nonlinear shallow flow in body-fixed
coordinate system 437

external sloshing in shallow water region
over a submerged rectangular
section 103

extrema (minima) condition 55, 140, 144,
308

fabric structure, completely filled 27,
179

fatigue 18, 214
fatigue limit state (FLS) 9
Faraday waves 101, 373
finite difference, definition 451
finite difference method (FDM) 439,

441, 450
finite element method (FEM) 439, 465
finite volume method (FVM) 439, 441,

460
fish transportation 21
flange (effective) 531, 539
flip-through 363, 482, 498–500
floating production storage and

offloading (FPSO) unit 7, 10,
12, 103

flow separation 10, 86, 88, 107, 284
nonviscous, see, nonviscous flow

separation
fluid momentum, see, momentum
forward perpendicular (FP) 7
free shear layer 107
freestanding waves 125

2d in rectangular tank, 126, 131. See
also planar waves

nearly diagonal in rectangular base
tank 132, 133

swirling in square-base and upright
circular tanks, 131, 135. See
also swirling

two-layer liquid 180
freestanding tanks, see, LNG tanks,

freestanding
free-surface conditions 38, 41

potential flow without surface tension
48

combined dynamic-and-kinematic,
linear 64, 123, 136

dynamic 48
kinematic 48

potential flow with surface tension
60

viscous flow 42
free-surface tank, see, antirolling tank
free vibration phase, hydroelastic

slamming 529
freight trains, sloshing 31
frequency of encounter 63, 75, 115
frequency-domain solution, 63, 67, 80,

208, 325, 449. See also
steady-state sloshing

frictional stress 273
“frozen” liquid effect 79, 82, 101, 111,

202, 204, 217
Froude-Kriloff load [force] 73, 93, 267,

372
generalized 268, 270

Froude number 59, 373, 483, 485
Froude scaling 375, 432, 485
functional basis 148, 149–150, 303

Galerkin method 140, 148–149, 249, 465,
466, 478

gas [air] cushion 96, 481, 506
Bagnold-type model 517
damping 511
forced oscillations 513
leakage 511, 512
natural frequency (for gas pocket,

cavity) 499, 507, 508, 509
nonlinearities 516
pressure 446, 506
scaling 516

Gauss theorem 553
generalized coordinates

Lagrange variational formalism 51,
53

multimodal method (for free surface
elevation and velocity
potential) 193, 198, 199, 300,
302

generalized Gauss theorem 553
ghost cells 458, 459
ghost particles 476
gravity potential 38, 47
Green’s first identity 554
Green’s second identity 553
grid methods 440, 441
grid-less methods 440, 441

Hamiltonian-Hopf bifurcation
387

harbors 30, 137
pumping mode resonance 137

hard spring 316, 319, 425
heave 5, 373
Heaviside function 237
high filling ratio

roll moment of 2d tanks 219
slamming, see, slamming

higher modes effect [amplification,
activation] due to resonant
excitation

2d sloshing 315
applicability of Moiseev-type theory

341
critical depth 314–315

intermediate and shallow depth 128,
355

large-amplitude forcing 337
secondary resonance 128, 341–342,

345
3d sloshing 392, 408

hopper tank 13
hydraulic jump 20, 83, 315, 360, 361, 377,

551
thin layer approximation of liquid–gas

mixture, see, liquid–gas
mixtureacoustic and hydroelastic effect at
impact 526

hydrodynamic coefficients for linear
sloshing 199

2d rectangular tanks 211
3d rectangular tanks 226
upright circular cylinders 235

hydrodynamic force and moment due to
sloshing, see, Lukovsky
formulae

hydrodynamic pressure, linear 60, 77, 83,
195, 214, 222

hydroelasticity 10, 247, 481, 488
hydroelastic slamming 528

elastic hull with wedge-shaped
cross-sections 530

experiments 532
free vibration phase, see, free

vibration phase
importance 531–532
Mark III containment system

545–548
scaling, see, scaling
structural inertia phase, see, structural

inertia phase
tank roof impact, theory 533

comparison of theory and
experiment 537

hydrostatic pressure 79, 81
hysteresis 318, 319

ice hole, sloshing 175
IHI SPB (self-supported prismatic) tank

17
immersed boundary method 458
IMO 16
impulse response function 111
inertia pressure 195
inertia tensor, sloshing

“frozen” liquid 204
linear sloshing 203

2d rectangular tank 212
3d rectangular tank 228
upright circular tank 236

nonlinear sloshing 301
inertial coordinate system 43, 202,

209
infinite order wave theory 67
initial conditions 49–50, 205

impulse conservation 50, 205, 330
interface-capturing method 442,

452
density functions, 453. See also color

functions
level-set technique, see, level-set (LS)

method
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interface-capturing method (cont.)
marker-and-cell technique, see,

marker-and-cell (MAC)
method

volume-of-fluid method, see,
volume-of-fluid (VOF)
method

interface-tracking method 441–442
internal waves, 237. See also natural

sloshing frequencies and
modes, two-layer liquid

irregular frequency 111, 186, 445
irregular motions, 4. See also chaos
irrotational flow, definition 39, 524
ISSC, see, wave spectrum
ITTC, see, wave spectrum

jacket structure 24
jet 313, 351, 356, 357, 363, 482, 489, 493,

494, 505
JONSWAP, see, wave spectrum
jumps (between response curves). See

also hysteresis 313, 318, 347,
358, 359

Keulegan–Carpenter number 266, 267,
270, 278, 285

kinematic viscosity coefficient, see,
viscosity coefficient

Kronecker delta 126

Lagrange [variational formulation]
principle, sloshing 56, 57

Lagrange variational formalism 51
Lagrangian 51, 56, 58

pressure-integral, 58. See also
Bateman–Luke principle

Lagrangian description 45
Lagrangian method 441–442
land transportation, sloshing 31
laminar boundary layer, see, boundary

layer
laminar flow, 261, 262. See also

boundary layer
laminar shear stress 255
Laplace equation 35, 38
Larbi Ben M’Hidi 19
leakage, see, gas [air] cushion
length between perpendiculars 7
level-set (LS) method 439, 453, 454,

459
lightship weight 10
linear wave theory 63, 64
liquefied gas cargoes 14

temperature–vapor pressure
relationship 14

properties 15, 486
liquefied gas carrier 14

categories of independent tanks 15
liquid–gas mixture 39, 485, 523

density 524
speed of sound, see, speed of sound
thin-layer approximation 528

liquid depth, rectangular tank 2–3
critical 2, 3, 314–315, 326, 343
deep (fairly deep, infinite-depth) 2,

126, 321

finite 2, 126
intermediate 2, 126, 149, 315, 352, 355
shallow 2, 21, 122, 126, 135–136, 138,

149, 167, 175, 315, 343, 352, 357
liquid natural gas (LNG) 14
liquid wedge impact, 505. See also

slamming, liquid wedge
LNG tanks (carriers) 16

freestanding 16, 18
membrane 16–18

Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) 14, 15
liquid properties, 485, 486. See also

liquefied gas cargoes
long-crested irregular sea 67
long-crested regular propagating waves

63
long-term prediction

response 115
waves 70

lower chamfer, see, chamfer
Lukovsky formulae for hydrodynamic

force and moment
linear 200

force 201
2d rectangular tank 196, 213

moment 203
2d rectangular tank 213

nonlinear 304
force 305

2d rectangular tank,
Moiseev-type theory 338

2d rectangular tank, adaptive
modal theory 345

3d rectangular tank, adaptive
modal theory 388

upright circular cylindrical tank,
Moiseev-type theory 422–424

moment 306
2d rectangular tank,

Moiseev-type theory 339
2d rectangular tank, adaptive

modal theory 345
3d rectangular tank, adaptive

modal theory 388

MacCamy & Fuchs theory 242–243, 244
Mach number 60, 486
Mark III containment system 17, 506,

545, 546
marker-and-cell (MAC) method 439,

453
mass

centre, sloshing
linear 200
nonlinear 305, 338

flux in jet 494, 495
generalized 76
generalized, beam equation 535

mass coefficient, Morison’s equation 270
circular cylinder for small KC number

271
material derivative 45
Mathieu

equation 89–90
instability 33, 90, 373, 375, 379

mean-square convergence 142, 357
mean wave period, see, wave period

membrane tank, 15, 545. See also LNG
tanks (carriers)

meniscus effect 125, 328, 420, 503
metacentric height 6, 13, 79, 91

quasi-steady free-surface corrections
due to tanks 79, 82, 85

metric tonne 10
minmod limiter 456
mirror symmetry technique 155–156
Mixed Eulerian–Lagrangian method 439
modal

equations, see, multimodal [equations]
method

functions, 300, 302. See also
generalised coordinates

presentation/solution
linear sloshing 198
nonlinear sloshing 300

modal period 68
modulus of decay 264
Moiseev’s asymptotics/detuning/

ordering, 314, 320, 392, 401,
422. See also Duffing
asymptotics

Moiseev-type method/models/systems
314, 323, 341, 388

applicability and limitations, 408. See
also higher modes effect

moment of inertia 76, 91
momentum, definition for a fluid 40, 200,

305
angular 76, 306
conservation of 40, 361

momentum flux 37
monotower 24, 237
moonpool 27, 103

Molin’s classification of resonant
modes for 3d case 109

piston and sloshing modes, 108. See
also piston mode resonance

Moss Kværner spherical tank 17
Morison’s equation 254, 266

tank-fixed coordinate system 267
generalization 269

most probable largest value of wave
height, see, wave height

motion equations in waves, see,
equations of ship motion in
waves

moving particle semi-implicit (MPS)
method 439, 441

multimodal [equations] method/theory,
general fully-nonlinear system
302–303

limitations 303, 307, 310
multimodal [equations] method/theory,

linear 193, 197, 199
multimodal [equations] method/theory

(2d rectangular tank,
nonlinear)

Boussinesq-type 352
multi-dominant 343, 345–347
single-dominant 323, 324

multimodal [equations] method/theory
(3d case, nonlinear)

square-base tank
Moiseev-type asymptotics 388
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adaptive system 408
upright circular tank 422

critical depth 425

natural boundary conditions 55, 143, 145
beam equation (Euler–Bernoulli)

55–56, 144
potential flow sloshing

Lagrange principle 56
Bateman–Luke principle 58

string equation 143
natural frequency

gas pocket, see, gas [air] cushion
string 142
wetted beam 544

natural sloshing frequencies and modes
123, 124

annular and sectored vertical circular
cylinder 187

baffles 162
rectangular tank 163, 191, 192
rigid-ring in vertical circular

cylindrical tank 162
chamfered tank bottom 153
comparison theorems for varying tank

shape 150
correction due to tank surface

deviation and small interior
structures, see, asymptotic
change of natural sloshing
frequencies

ellipsoidal container 175
shallow-liquid limit 175

horizontal circular tank 171–177, 178
shallow-liquid limit 177

inclined rectangular tank 149
inclined tank bottom 154
oil-gas separator 183
piston [pumping] mode 28, 137–138
poles in rectangular tank 168

horizontal 168
vertical 169, 170

rectangular tank 125, 130
seiching, see, seiching
shallow liquid approximation for

horizontal cylinder of arbitrary
cross-section 176

small interior structure, see,
asymptotic formulae

spectral boundary problem, see,
spectral

spherical tank 173
tapered [trapezoidal-base] tank 156,

186
Troesch’s analytical solutions 130
two-layer liquid 179

shallow-liquid approximation 182
U-tube 88
variational equation 147
variational formulation based on

Rayleigh quotient 145
upright circular cylinder 133
wedge cross-sections with semi-apex

angles 45◦ and 60◦ 128–130
natural sloshing period, highest

rectangular tank 2
upright circular cylindrical tank 134

Navier–Stokes equations 35, 37, 39
tank-fixed [non-inertial] coordinate

system 45
nearly diagonal waves, 381. See also

freestanding waves,
nearly-diagonal waves

Neumann condition 123
Newtonian stress relations 37
Nikuradze equivalent sand roughness,

see, roughness
NO96 containment system 16
node, sloshing 126
nonimpact pressure 482
nonimpulsive/dynamic load 9
non-Newtonian fluid 37
nonviscous flow separation 371–372
normal modes, see, natural modes

ocean wave statistics 22
offshore platforms 24
oil/bulk/ore (OBO) carrier 7, 13, 485,

532, 538
oil–gas separator, 26. See also natural

sloshing frequencies and modes
oil tankers 10
onshore tanks 31
ore/oil (O/O) carrier 9, 13
orthogonality of free-surface

eigenmodes 125
overturning wave 311, 356, 363, 364,

383–384, 428

Panamax 10, 13
parametric excitation 374
parametric resonance 101, 374
path-following of response curves

412
peak period, see, modal period
pendulum model 61

sloshing 380, 434
periodicity condition 50, 204–205
phase angle 75, 326, 362
phase plane 349
Pi theorem, see Buckingham Pi theorem
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, see, wave

spectrum
piston mode resonance, 28, 29, 103. See

also, natural sloshing
frequencies and modes

pitch 5, 43
planar waves, 131, 134, 381, 386. See also

Stokes waves
plunging breaker 67, 498
Poisson equation for the pressure in

Chorin’s method 455, 457
Polar Alaska 18
potential flow 38, 47, 49
prescribed body [tank] motion, sloshing

50, 59, 197, 199, 208
pressure coefficient, slamming 497, 505,

522
pressure distribution in propagating

regular waves 65
pressure distribution in tanks 200, 337

completely filled 2d rectangular tank
216

free-surface zone 200, 337

partially-filled 2d rectangular tank
195, 196

pressure gauge 507
pressure impulse 500, 502, 503

theory, shallow liquid impact 502, 505
pressure loss coefficient 289, 292
product of inertia 76
pumping mode resonance, see, piston

mode resonance
harbor, see, harbors
moonpool, see, piston mode

resonance
pump tower 18, 273

hydrodynamic loads on 339
in spherical tank, see, spherical tank

radiation, 73, 244. See also acoustic
wave radiation

radii of gyration of ships 76
random phase angles 67
Rankine panel method 114
Rankine source 439, 444, 445
Rayleigh damping, see, damping,

Rayleigh
Rayleigh distribution 69
Rayleigh quotient 140

beam 144
sloshing 145
string 142

regasification vessels 21
resin ropes 545
resonance

acoustic, 310. See also acoustic
resonance

linear sloshing response, modal theory
193, 206

nonlinear steady-state response,
Duffing equation 316–319

nonlinear sloshing response
(amplitude, elevation, force,
moment etc.) 193

steady-state 311–312, 352, 356, 357,
359–366, 413, 416, 418, 425

transient 329, 332, 333
secondary (internal) 128, 315, 341, 345

resonant wave motion between two hulls
103–108, 110, 121

response amplitude operator (RAO) 75
restoring

coefficients 79, 80, 102, 209
force 73, 79
matrices of a ship 76, 80
moment 73, 79

retardation function, see, impulse
response function

retardation function in sway and heave
112

relationship to added mass and
damping 113

Reynolds
Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)

equations 40, 255
number 59, 258, 266–267, 270, 485,

487
for transition to turbulence 40, 258,

272
scaling 487
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Reynolds (cont.)
values, see, liquid properties

stresses 40
transport theorem 553

risers 24
Ritz-Treftz scheme 149
roll 5, 43
roll axis 85, 211, 213, 217
roll forces and moments, shallow 2d

rectangular tank 365–366,
368

rollover of tank vehicle due to sloshing
31, 245

threshold 31
transient hydrodynamic force 246

Rolls-Royce/Intering U-tube design 94
roughness

arithmetic [mean] height of 266
number 266

Nikuradze equivalent sand 259
of surface 259, 267

run-up 310, 328, 355, 357, 358, 383

scaling from model to full [prototype]
scale

air cushion, see, gas [air] cushion
Froude, see, Froude scaling
local hydroelastic slamming 544
pump tower loads 431–432
slamming pressure, see, slamming
TLD 298
VIV 296

scantling draft 7
scatter diagram 63, 70
scattering problem 73
sea description, see, sea state, prediction
sea state, number 70
sea state, statistics, waves 72
second-order wave theory 30, 66
secondary resonance, see, resonance &

higher modes effect
[amplification, activation] due
to resonant excitation

secularity condition 315, 319, 322
seiching 135

harbors, see, harbors
ocean basins 138
parabolic-shaped basins 136
triangular-shaped basins 136

Sevan Marine, offshore platform 24
shallow-liquid equations, linear 135–139
shallow-liquid equations, nonlinear 436
shallow-liquid steep waves

at a wall, 498, 500, 501, 502. See also
wave impact on wall &
breaking waves, impact types
against vertical wall

in the tank middle 363
shallow-liquid wave systems, see, wave

systems
shear [friction] force 256
shear force, beam 55
ship motions coupled with sloshing 80,

97, 99, 208
response in irregular waves 114
Moiseev-type modal modeling of

sloshing for 2d rectangular tank
340–341

time domain response 111
short-crested irregular sea 70
short-term prediction

response 114
waves 67, 68, 70

shuttle tanker 12
significant wave height, see, wave

height
similarity solution, slamming 494,

495
sink 104, 445
slamming (impact)

acoustic effects, see, acoustic, impact
elliptic disc 496
duration 9
force 496
gas cushion, 506. See also gas [air]

cushion
high filling ratio 503
hydroelasticity, see, hydroelastic

slamming
liquid wedge, 488, 501, 551. See also

liquid wedge impact
overview 550
pressure 490

DNV rules, see, sloshing pressure,
DNV rules

statistical distribution 483
pressure impulse, see, pressure

impulse
rigid wedges 532
scaling, 484–485. See also scaling
shallow-liquid conditions, see, shallow

liquid steep waves
tank roof impact 481, 482, 488, 494,

533
slamming coefficient, force on circular

cylinder 372
slamming pressure coefficient, see,

pressure coefficient
slender-body theory 157, 161
sloshing damage on LNG ships 18–20
sloshing loads, overview 9
sloshing pressure, DNV rules 482
sloshing prevention by means of elastic

wall deformations 225–226
smooth tank, DNV rules 481
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)

439, 441, 443, 472
soft spring 314, 316, 319
SOLAS 12
SOLA scheme 114, 450, 451
solidity ratio 85, 283, 289
source, see, sink & Rankine source
space applications 32
spectral

boundary problem 123
parameter 123

spectrum moments 67
speed of sound 39, 473

different liquids 486
liquid–gas mixture 523

spherical tank
hydroelastic vibrations 247
lateral forces 426, 430
linear modal system, simplified 249
Sloshing frequencies, see, natural

sloshing frequencies and modes

steady-state wave regimes 428–429
pump tower (interior)

forces 430
VIV 432

velocities 431, 432
vertical forces 429

spilling breaking waves 38, 311
spray root solution 492
spring–mass system 53, 315
springing 375
square-like waves, see, nearly diagonal
stability analysis, linear

Mathieu equation, 89, 373. See also
Mathieu

two-time scaling scheme for nonlinear
steady-state regimes

2d sloshing in rectangular tank
327

3d sloshing 393
Duffing equation 317

staggered grid 454–455
statistical description of waves

67
steady-state sloshing, definition 49,

205
steady-state sloshing, 2d nonlinear in

rectangular tank 319, 325, 357,
358

steady-state sloshing, 3d nonlinear
regimes

nearly-diagonal, see, nearly-diagonal
wave

planar, see, planar waves
stability analysis 393
swirling, 381. See also swirling

Steiner’s theorem 217
stiff equation 410
Stokes drift for swirling 435
Stokes second problem 255
Stokes–Joukowski potential

linear sloshing 198
2d rectangular tank 212
3d rectangular tank 226–227
upright circular cylinder 235–

236
nonlinear sloshing 300

Stokes waves 131
strain, beam 537
stream function 490
string equation 142
stringer 7, 10
strip theory 78, 496
Strouhal number 295
structural inertia phase, hydroelastic

slamming 529
subharmonic oscillations 42

critical depth 348
substantive derivative, see, material

derivative
Suezmax 10
summation convention 40
summation, tensors 344
superharmonic 431
surface roughness, see, roughness
surface tension, 33, 60, 117, 124,

486–487. See also Bond
number

SURF method 114, 450–451
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surge 5
swash bulkhead, see, bulkhead
sway 5
swimming pool, 21, 154. See also domain

decomposition
swirling, 4, 135. See also freestanding

waves; steady-state sloshing,
3d nonlinear regimes; Stokes
drift for swirling

tank dimensions 7
tank roof damping, see, damping
tank vehicle, sloshing, 31. See also land

transportation
braking, see, braking of tank vehicle
lane change 31, 246

tapered tank, 7. See also natural sloshing
frequencies and modes,
tapered [trapezoidal-base] tank

temperature of cargo liquids 15, 486
test function 52, 58, 122–123, 140,

142–143, 145
tension leg platform 26
time derivative of a vector in

non-inertial-system 44
time-domain solution, 208, 327, 375. See

also transient sloshing
transfer function, 7. See also RAO
transient sloshing, 49–50. See also

time-domain solution and
beating

2d rectangular tank, nonlinear
caused by switch between

intermodal ordering 346
finite depth 327, 328, 330
intermediate and shallow depth 356,

357
almost steady-state 3d sloshing in

square-base tank 382, 409
between different 3d steady-state

regimes 381, 385
caused by breaking, droplet drops etc.

348, 385
in circular tank of tank vehicle during

lane change, time-history 248
in rectangular tank during ship

collision, time-history 219, 223
with damping, linear 251

transverse bulkhead, see, bulkhead
transverse web 7, 10
trial functions, FEM 465
tuned liquid damper (TLD) 1, 22, 280

forced longitudinal oscillations 286
scaling of model test 286
tuned liquid column damper (TLCD)

23
tuned sloshing damper (TSD) 23
with vertical poles 282
with vertical plate 283
with wire-mesh screen 283

turbulent
averaged flow velocities 40
boundary layer, see, boundary layer
energy dissipation 260
flow 40
stress 255, 258

turning point in response curves 316,
318

ULCC 10
ullage pressure 481, 485
ultimate limit state (ULS) 9
upper chamfer, see, chamfer
upwind scheme 454–455, 459, 461
U-tube stabilizer 22, 85

Lloyd’s U-tube model 90
nonlinear liquid motions 94
controlled U-tube stabilizer 94

validation 442
vapor pressure 485, 522

values, see, liquid properties
variational method

based on Bateman–Luke principle,
301. See also Bateman–Luke
principle

based on Lagrange principle, 57. See
also Lagrange principle

Rayleigh quotient, see, Rayleigh
quotient

velocity potential, definition 38
ventilation 481, 511, 530
verification 442
vertical wall impact, see, wave impact on

wall
vibration

beam in vertical tank wall 533–536
hydroelastic water entry of horizontal

plates (beams) 528–529
hydroelastic water entry of

orthotropic plates of elastic
hull with wedge-shaped
cross-sections, see, hydroelastic
slamming, elastic hull with
wedge-shaped sections

pump tower, see, pump tower
monotower, see, monotower
spherical tank, see, spherical tank

vibration-induced sloshing
2d rectangular tank 224, 252
upright circular cylinder 252

viscosity coefficient
bulk, see, bulk
dynamic 35
eddy 255, 259
kinematic 35

values, see, liquid properties
viscous effect on sloshing, 311–313, 487.

See also damping [due to];
damping ratios, properties

viscous liquid sloshing 409
viscous energy dissipation 42
viscous stress, 36, 39. See also laminar

shear stress
VLCC 10
void fraction 523
volume-of-fluid (VOF) method 439, 452,

461
von Karman

constant 259
method, slamming 372, 492
vortex street 273

vortex distribution 509
vortex induced vibrations (VIV) 294

cross-flow VIV 295
in-line VIV 295
lift coefficient 295

lock-in 296
oscillatory ambient flow 296
scaling, see, scaling

vortex shedding 79, 107, 267, 270, 294
vortex shedding frequency, 295. See also

Strouhal number
vorticity 38, 439–441

Wagner method, slamming 455, 483, 489
generalization, steep wave impact,

vertical wall 500–502
inner [flow] domain solution 489
outer [flow] domain solution 489

wake 262, 270, 273
wall friction velocity 258
wash bulkhead, see, bulkhead
water exit 492
wave drift force 12, 99, 100, 102
wave equation 39
wave height (amplitude)

most probable largest value 69
significant 6, 67, 70
100 year wave height 70

wave impact on wall, 497, 527. See also
shallow-liquid steep waves;
hydraulic jump, acoustic and
hydroelastic effect at impact

wave-induced response 237
of ships 115–116

wave loads on interior structures due to
shallow sloshing 371, 378

wave number 67, 93, 99
wave period

mean (T1) 67–68
mean (T2) 68
modal or peak (T0), see, modal

period
wave power, sea 117
wave spectrum

ISSC 67
ITTC 67
JONSWAP 6, 68
Pierson-Moskowitz 6, 67
short-crested 70

wave systems
shallow liquid depth 362
steady-state resonant waves in 3d

tanks, see, classification of
3d nonlinear steady-state
waves

spherical tank, see, spherical tank,
steady-state regimes

weather vaning 12, 21
Weber number 60, 485
weighted residual method 465
weighting functions 465
wetdeck slamming 111, 492
whipping 375
wire-mesh screen, 285, 289. See also

TLD
work 51–52

yaw 5, 43
yield stress 545
Young modulus 54

aluminium 537
concrete 241
steel 539
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